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Introduction

F

or decades, China’s blistering growth has depended
on exports and investment. The country has become the world’s workshop and lifted millions out
of dire poverty. And for the first time in nearly two centuries, China has returned to a position of global power and
influence. But this growth model is no longer sustainable
and China’s savvy leaders know it. They are committed
to rebalancing the country’s economy because their
capital-intensive, export-oriented approach is delivering
diminishing returns and threatens to become a major
political vulnerability for the government.
Why is China’s growth model delivering diminishing
returns? The global economic crisis provided clear evidence that China’s export-driven economy is vulnerable
to dips in demand in the rest of the world. Meanwhile,
its dependence on investment has introduced distortions
and imbalances into the Chinese economy.
China’s monstrous $586 billion stimulus package in
2009 staved off severe hardship and effectively reinvigorated the economy. But most Chinese policymakers
agree that rapid growth now looks less desirable and,
more to the point, cannot be sustained under the current
approach. Some policy advisers and economists have
also warned that China could become trapped in a “lost
decade” similar to Japan’s if it does not change course.
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The 12th Five-Year Plan (FYP), which runs from 20112015, is their strategic blueprint for doing so. Such plans
are a legacy of the 1950s, when China’s socialist economy
was built around detailed plans that touched every aspect
of economic life. But the 12th FYP aims to alter China’s
macroeconomic landscape in far-reaching ways, with
effects that are likely to be felt for a decade to come.
Eurasia Group does believe that Beijing will achieve
some of its goals. But ultimately, the country’s leaders
lack the political stomach and sense of the moment to
implement a comprehensive and ambitious rebalancing
agenda. They have correctly diagnosed many of China’s
underlying economic challenges and have, at least on
paper, prescribed many of the needed remedies. Yet,
as innately conservative technocrats, their inclination
to put off the toughest decisions about China’s political
economy means that Beijing will confront even starker
choices down the road.
Failure to implement key portions of the rebalancing
agenda will jeopardize China’s economic trajectory. And
over the longer term, such failures could also threaten
China’s political stability.
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What ails China’s political economy?

C

hina has changed tremendously since the days
when Mao Zedong ruled. But it retains important
features of a socialist economy, including the FYPs
that have shaped Beijing’s economic policymaking since
1953. Few FYPs in recent memory have carried as much
weight and significance as the 12th (2011–2015), however.
It is the country’s rebalancing blueprint, intended to spur
a fundamental policy shift. Moreover, the scope and
scale of China’s current challenges suggests that this FYP
will chart Chinese economic growth for longer than five
years, indeed for the next decade or more.
Beijing’s core objective is to adjust the country’s
economic growth model. Despite China’s remarkable
successes, Premier Wen Jiabao—the country’s economic
czar—has repeatedly called its current model “unbalanced, unstable, uncoordinated, and unsustainable.”
Such disequilibrium will have to be corrected if Beijing is
to sustain both its economic performance and political
legitimacy, especially as domestic popular expectations
and social pressures intensify. Likewise, the global financial crisis left in its wake a transformed international
economic environment and imbued a sense of urgency
for structural change. It is this alignment of external

pressure with domestic imperatives that has prompted
Chinese policymakers to rethink their approach.
What best embodies the spirit and tone of the new
economic agenda may well be President Hu Jintao’s
recent invocation of “inclusive growth.” Like the political
slogans that underpinned previous FYPs—such as “scientific development,” which fueled China’s subsequent policies of indigenous innovation—inclusive growth is meant
to set the policy tone for years to come. Beijing will seek
to redirect its incessant and longstanding preoccupation with GDP growth toward more “people–oriented
growth,” emphasizing programs and reforms that can
boost individual citizens’ welfare. The 12th FYP proposes
measures to establish a more rational balance between
growth and sustainability, production and consumption,
and (hard) infrastructure and (soft) innovation.
The broad outlines of the 12th FYP reflect the major
economic maladies confronting the Chinese leadership
and the policy antidotes they might use to remedy them.

Despite the emphasis on economic rebalancing, investment, not consumption, still drives GDP growth
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Maladies
Producing too much and consuming too little
China’s economy is overly dependent on fixed asset
investment and exports. Consumption is about 35% of
GDP, a figure well below those of developing countries
such as India. And the perpetuation of a production-intensive economic model owes much to inefficient capital
allocation. This condition is buttressed by an illiberal and
politicized financial system, as well as distorted input
costs including subsidized energy and land prices.

The rich are getting richer
One of the more troubling consequences of China’s
capital-intensive growth model has been that companies (and the government) have captured much of the
enormous wealth generated in the last three decades
at the expense of Chinese households. This dynamic is
not only exacerbating an already yawning gap between

the government and business elite on the one hand and
average Chinese citizens on the other, it is also repressing
consumption. A broken social welfare system, which
cannot adequately deliver public goods such as pensions
and healthcare, constrains consumption and encourages
saving further.

The developed/developing country paradox
China’s vast regional disparities in living standards and
average incomes—from booming Shanghai to impoverished Ningxia—are often likened to the contrast between
different centuries. Policymakers in Beijing face the
unique problem of having to deal with issues typical of
both 21st-century middle-income countries and 20th-

century developing countries. And these inequalities
play out across a continent-sized economy: the wealthy
coast contrasts starkly with the continental hinterlands,
which comprise poor western provinces and regions
populated by ethnic minorities. While China’s efforts to
reduce poverty have been impressive, barriers to urban
residency and the lack of progress on land reform have
exacerbated regional inequality.

Inefficient and excessive energy use
Capital-intensive growth has exacted steep environmental
and resource costs. Subsidized energy and land prices
have encouraged companies to exploit China’s natural
resources and ignore debilitating energy inefficiencies.
Beijing sought to industrialize in a compressed timeframe,
but in China’s haste to catch up to the advanced industrial
economies, the country has found itself on an increasingly
unsustainable trajectory from both an environmental
degradation and a natural resource-security perspective.

e m e rg i ng strate g ic i nd us t r i e s
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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New energy
Environmental protection
New materials
Advanced equipment manufacturing
New generation information technology
Alternative energy vehicles
Biotechnology
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Antidotes
No leader in Beijing believes that all of these issues can be
resolved easily or rapidly. But the 12th FYP nonetheless represents an attempt to comprehensively address them. The
possible policy antidotes fall into several broad categories.

Income redistribution and boosting the social safety net
One set of policies will aim to transfer wealth from producers to households in the form of continuous income
hikes or forced dividends from companies. Beijing will
consider spending more to repair China’s frayed social
safety net and expand social housing. Moreover, in a nod
toward more emphasis on “software,” Beijing is intent on
improving human capital through job creation, education
reforms, and innovation incentives.

industries, especially in sectors such as clean energy,
high-speed rail, and civilian aviation. Energy pricing and
financial sector reform will be instrumental in shifting
investment away from hard infrastructure to more
services-oriented and high value-added emerging sectors.

Financial sector reform

Urbanization

Inefficient capital allocation is a major contributor to China’s
imbalances. So Beijing will consider making capital more
accessible to both average citizens and the private sector,
as well as raising the cost of inefficient investments. Beijing
will also encourage a more vibrant corporate bond market
and open other avenues for firms to access capital outside
of the banking system. But interest rate reform, which is a
needed component of financial liberalization, will proceed
very slowly, if at all. Giving average citizens additional
mechanisms to obtain loans, such as allowing farmers to
use land for collateral, is also under debate.

Chinese planners believe that the internal migration of
more than 300 million people from rural areas to cities
over the next several decades will generate investment
and a natural “consumption windfall,” thereby driving economic growth. Means of accommodating and managing
this dynamic might include relaxing longstanding restrictions on internal migration and residency permits (hukou),
as well as promoting economies of scale in the agricultural
sector to get farmers off their farms and into cities.

Virtuous investment cycles
Beijing is seeking to develop a more robust services sector
to absorb new urban residents and provide them the
services they need. The government also hopes to support
the development of higher-value-added and high-tech

China’s Great Rebalancing Act: What ails China’s political economy? | August 2011
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Why Beijing will come up short

G

DP growth is among the most politically charged
subjects in China. The crucial questions, therefore, are whether the new Chinese leadership that
assumes power in 2012 can tolerate slower growth and
to what extent. If they turn out to be the sort of leaders
who reverse course at the first sign of uncertainty, China
is unlikely to accomplish many of its ambitious goals.
And so it is unfortunate that China’s next group of leaders—like the cohort under current President Hu Jintao—is
innately conservative. Especially amid a sensitive political and generational transition, this new leadership will
not likely be able to spend the political capital needed to
execute the plan successfully within five years.
Still, there will be important successes. Beijing will
make considerable headway in shifting the locus of
growth and investment inland and promoting urbanization, for example. And China will likely meet many of
the FYP’s industrial targets, thereby helping the country

to achieve its employment goals and reduce its carbon
footprint. Most significantly, it is Beijing’s ability to
intervene in the market that will create incentives for
different stakeholders to accommodate this agenda.
But the same tendency to intervene in the economy,
particularly in China’s financial system, could well set up a
battle over capital allocation and investment decisions, in
which powerful stakeholders will resist any attempt to transfer wealth to new constituencies. And China’s leaders are
unlikely to deal with these powerful “losing” interest groups
holistically. Nor is a strongman or tightly knit group of leaders
likely to be able to overcome them. Ultimately, then, China’s
political environment will defeat many elements of the FYP.
Without significant changes to governance structures—and
to the role the state plays in capital allocation—China’s
economic landscape will not change as fundamentally as the
FYP’s designers (and many foreigners) hope.

Select targets of the 11th and 12th FYPs
National 11th FYP

National 12th FYP

GDP growth

7.5%

7% (nonbinding)

Per capita GDP growth

6.6%

No target given

Urbanization rate

 4 percentage points (47%)

 4 percentage pts (51.5%, nonbinding)

Services sector value added as % of total GDP

 3 percentage points (44%)

 4 percentage pts (47%, nonbinding)

R&D spending as % of GDP

 0.7 percentage points (2%)

 0.45 percentage points (2.2%, nonbinding)

Patents/10,000 people

no target given

3.3 (nonbinding)

9-year mandatory education rate

no target given

93% (binding)

High school enrollment rate

no target given

87% (nonbinding)

Average urban disposable income

no target given

 7% (nonbinding)

Average rural gross income

no target given

 7% (nonbinding)

Urban registered unemployment

no target given

5% (nonbinding)

Urban new employment

no target given

45 million (nonbinding)

Urban basic pension participation

no target given

357 million (binding)

Social/affordable housing build-out

no target given

36 million units (binding)

Total arable land maintained

1.2 bn mu

1.82 mu (binding)

Energy intensity per unit of GDP

–20%

–16% (binding)

Carbon intensity per unit of GDP

no target given

–17% (binding)

Non-fossil fuel in primary energy mix

no target given

11.4% (binding)

Major pollutants (SO2, COD, Ammonia, Ammonia Oxide)

–10% (COD); –10% (SO2)

–8%, –8%, –10%, and –10% (binding)

Forest coverage

no target given

21.7%, or 14.3 bn sqm (binding)

SO2 = Sulphur Dioxide; COD = Chemical Oxygen Demand
China’s 12th FYP and Eurasia Group research
China’s Great Rebalancing Act: Why Beijing will come up short | August 2011
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Likely successes
Geographic rebalancing and urbanization
Beijing will have little trouble pushing economic activity from the coast to central and western China. That
initiative should gain support from local and provincial
officials since it will mean additional investments in
infrastructure, expanding regional development plans,
and adopting investor-friendly regulations. Gradual
relaxation of the country’s system of residency permits
will also promote urbanization in central and western
China, including third- and fourth-tier cities. While land
ownership reform will remain controversial, and may
meet resistance from local governments that rely on
land for revenue, debate is currently underway about
whether to allow farmers to use land as collateral for
loans. The proposal will probably triumph, although
change will come only gradually. And when it does, it
will free rural residents to move to cities and open up
additional sources of revenue for them. At the same
time, new revenue-sharing agreements between the
central and provincial governments, in the form of
property taxes or other budgetary arrangements,
should also ease internal resistance.

Industrial rebalancing
China’s efforts at industrial rebalancing are also likely
to succeed. Beijing is committed to moving up the value
chain and has the fiscal resources to spur investment in
the so-called emerging strategic industries. Such investment enjoys broad support from the leadership because
it promotes innovation and helps realize the country’s
energy objectives. Investments in new industries and
advanced manufacturing should also resonate well with
China’s powerful industrial conglomerates.

Energy sector reform
China’s leaders will also achieve considerable success in
restructuring the energy industry to achieve more scale,
efficiency, and competitiveness, and in changing the
country’s energy profile by spurring supplies of alternative
energy sources. However, they will probably fail to introduce sufficient demand-side measures to meaningfully
constrain energy consumption. The sector’s regulatory
framework is likely to remain weak, and powerful industrial and bureaucratic stakeholders will remain at odds
about the best way to move forward. Pricing reforms will
progress, but in fits and starts, since Beijing will be loath
to impose heavy cost burdens on consumers.

Likely failures
Unfinished income redistribution
In the next five years, policymakers will encourage wage
hikes and increase spending on affordable housing and
the social safety net, enabling households to save less.
But it will take more to create the consumer society that
the 12th FYP strives for, and China’s leadership will fail
to introduce the bold reforms necessary to meaningfully
redistribute wealth from corporations and government
to households. For instance, big state-owned firms will
fiercely resist contributing large chunks of their dividends
to government social security funds.

Anemic private sector growth
The powerful nexus of corporate and state interests will
also stymie a shift towards a more market-based economy.
Broad-based household income growth must ultimately be
underpinned by the development of vibrant private industry, and the likely absence of policies to that end means that
much of China’s needed rebalancing will have to come in
subsequent FYPs. Indeed, state-owned corporations will see
to it that new policies do not compromise their dominant
market position, hampering the creation of a more competitive private sector more broadly.

China’s Great Rebalancing Act: Why Beijing will come up short | August 2011
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Weak financial sector liberalization
Bleak prospects for financial sector liberalization also
will work against private enterprise. The People’s Bank
of China (PBoC) will fight for reform behind the scenes,
and may even win a few battles over specific banking
practices. But powerful state agencies such as the Na-

tional Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), as
well as industry stakeholders and the banks themselves,
will ensure that China’s banking sector continues to
primarily serve state-determined lending goals. This will
keep smaller private sector players deprived of access to
capital and perpetuate suboptimal capital allocation.

China’s Great Rebalancing Act: Why Beijing will come up short | August 2011
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A struggle to boost household incomes

T

he Chinese economy’s overreliance on investment
has aggravated households’ declining share of national income. To reverse this trend, the government
aims to raise household incomes in various ways, from
expanding social welfare programs to enacting mandatory
wage growth targets. These measures will assure real
progress in boosting household incomes over the next five
years. But concerns about the political and social effects
of lower profits and job loss, especially in China’s powerful state sector and among local officials, will constrain
attempts to accelerate meaningful wealth redistribution.
Nevertheless, Beijing’s plan to ramp up spending on
social welfare while raising wages could force corporations
to plow more profits into boosting employee wages rather
than re-invest into capital-intensive projects. Additional
corporate spending on salaries should help fuel consistent
private consumption growth, while rising manufacturing
costs due to wage pressures could also moderate overinvestment, boost labor productivity, and force Chinese
firms toward higher value-added production.
Some changes can be accomplished in the near term
by administrative fiat. These include reallocating fiscal
expenditures and mandatory wage hikes. Other reforms
will come more gradually, and many—for instance,
higher taxes on companies and on the rich, increased
dividend payouts from state firms to the government
budget, and agricultural reform—will face stiff resistance
and be difficult to achieve within five years.
Both the state-backed and private corporate sectors
are likely to protest reforms that threaten their margins,
as will these sectors’ support bases and the bureaucratic
agencies associated with their interests, such as the
commerce ministry and the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIIT). The trade-off between
higher labor productivity and potential layoffs will be
tough for local governments.

Beijing’s options
Mandatory pay increases and social welfare spending
Beijing will continue to mandate wage hikes for
industry—a strategy it employed in 2010, when provincial governments raised minimum wages by 20%–30%
in many areas. More spending on the social safety net
(including pensions and healthcare) to alleviate costs
for workers is also virtually guaranteed over the next
five years. Ample fiscal revenue, attributable in part to
the government’s methodical but successful push to
ensure stronger tax collection and transfers from the
local level, should give Beijing more financial firepower
to back up its plans. That said, early signs are that while
Beijing’s absolute volume of spending on social welfare is
increasing, that expenditure as a share of GDP is actually
tapering off at levels several times below the average in
OECD countries. Reversing this trend will be necessary if
the government wishes its social welfare efforts to have
a more concrete impact on citizens’ wealth perceptions
and behavior.

Household incomes
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make capital more available to small and medium-sized
enterprises and the self-employed—will be slower.
Likewise, the government hopes to offset lost lower-end
manufacturing jobs (and to satisfy the local governments
concerned about such losses), especially in coastal
provinces, by aggressively promoting the services sector.
The 12th FYP promises rural education initiatives,
improvements to China’s skewed agricultural product
pricing system, expansion of agricultural subsidies,
and new opportunities for innovative finance in an
effort to develop non-agricultural enterprises in rural
areas. Policies that rely on expanding fiscal expenditures—for instance, education initiatives and subsidies
for agricultural production—are likely to be maintained
if not expanded over the next five years. Rising inflation expectations will likely strengthen resistance to a
more market-based agricultural pricing system from
various political constituencies, however, not least
the NDRC, which, among other things, is tasked with
controlling food inflation. Transitioning to more efficient,
commercial-scale farming will not come easily either:
Doing so raises sensitive policy issues from agricultural
production quotas to land reform.

Fostering growth in labor-intensive sectors
Beijing will also make progress in promoting virtuous
investment cycles in sectors such as clean energy
technology and services. This should provide newer,
higher-paying jobs for China’s increasingly educated
population. To do so, the government will continue
to subsidize clean-tech production aggressively and
will offer resource-for-technology options to high-tech
companies in these industries.
In other areas, this effort will be less successful.
Movement on financial sector reform—for instance, to

Crawling efforts to redistribute state-owned wealth
2010
56.9 billion yuan:
Actual expenditure of
requisitioned dividends
of central state-owned
enterprises

28%

15.9 billion yuan diverted to social spending
1 billion yuan transfers to public budget for
social spending expenditures
14.9 billion yuan payment of unbudgeted surplus funds
into the National Social Security Fund

9 billion yuan diverted to social spending
5 billion yuan budgeted payments into the
National Social Security Fund
4 billion yuan tranfers to public budget for
social service expenditures

2011

85.9 billion yuan:
Budgeted expenditure of
requisitioned dividends
of central state-owned
enterprises

11%

Source: State Capital Management Budget – Ministry of Finance
China’s Great Rebalancing Act: A struggle to boost household incomes | August 2011
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bo o st ing household incom e s
Beijing will try to lift household incomes by (from easiest to hardest):

• Ensuring steady pay increases, expanding social
welfare coverage, and allocating new revenue
streams to support this spending;
• Encouraging growth in labor-intensive industries;
• Increasing rural residents’ ability to earn a living
through agricultural and education reform; and
• Raising production and investment costs,
especially for state-owned firms and wealthy
households.

Transferring wealth from corporations to households
The most difficult component will be engineering a
meaningful transfer of wealth from corporations to
households so that incomes continue to grow. So far, the
government has identified natural resource taxes, forced
dividend payments for state-owned firms, and property
taxes and other high-end consumption taxes as some
ways to squeeze more from state and other large corporations. The revenue from these actions would theoretically be plowed back into supporting social spending on
the “average Zhou.”

Local governments may support some of these initiatives, as they will mean new revenue streams. But Beijing
will not have the political will (or capacity) to move quickly
on them in the next five years. The central government
threw down the gauntlet in late 2010 by expanding forced
dividend payments from 1,631 centrally administered
state-owned firms. But reports indicate that the trial version of this program, which has been in effect since 2007,
has diverted only about 1% of its funding to social welfare
spending. Moreover, the much-anticipated property tax is
only entering limited trial phases in two major cities.

Not socialist enough?
China’s level of government spending on social services is still low

percent of GDP
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Source: Ministry of Finance
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A more market-based approach to energy

E

nergy is perhaps the most promising aspect of
the rebalancing story. The energy agenda reflects
China’s goal of exiting hyper-industrialization and
redoubling attention on the country’s gaping consumption deficit. Indeed, there appears to be a consensus to
expand fiscal revenue streams through resource-based
taxes and to rationalize distorted energy pricing. And
with it, there is a recognition that imposing top-down,
ad hoc tactics has not amounted to an effective national
policy. This was prominently displayed in the country’s
eleventh-hour dash to meet its energy-intensity targets at
the end of 2010 and is evident in the country’s persistent
supply shortages. As a result, policymakers are pushing
for a new approach that gives market forces a larger role.
As China faces multiple objectives for industry consolidation, efficiency, and supply and demand management,
however, some policymakers favor creating incentives to
achieve their targets rather than constantly resorting to
“iron fists” to force change. But the tendency to intervene
in energy markets will remain strong as long as the
NDRC maintains its grip on energy pricing and resists
transferring authority to other bureaucratic entities or
to China’s industrial giants. Without a legitimate federal
authority governing the sector, the NDRC will remain the
de facto arbiter that negotiates with powerful and cacophonous interests ranging from national oil companies
(NOCs) and coal producers to renewable energy players
and state-owned nuclear giants.

the price distortions intended to protect end users—both
industry and consumers—to more accurately reflect
supply and demand.
Progress could be slowed, however, by concerns
about inflation, as well as institutional inertia and resistance from energy-intensive industries and grid companies. Moreover, the NDRC will not simply relinquish its
authority, instead reserving the right to intervene when
deemed necessary by central authorities.
Beijing’s default tendency is to keep energy prices low
to shield small industry (which has razor-thin margins), as
well as the relatively poor and highly price-sensitive public
from inflationary pressures. But subsidizing low electricity
prices, for example, has made it more difficult to achieve
energy efficiency; to encourage investment in infrastructure such as gas pipelines, as well as in transmission; and
to pursue renewable energy deployment.
The pricing reform agenda is multi-faceted, therefore, affecting sectors from natural gas and gasoline to
power generation, and Beijing has already taken a few
steps forward. In 2010, for example, there was a rush
to boost production and end-user natural gas prices by
bringing Chinese prices closer to international ones. This
move was intended to provide incentives to NOCs to
accelerate the development of conventional and unconventional gas—namely coal-bed methane (CBM)—and
to facilitate the integration of higher-priced imported
pipeline and LNG supplies into the domestic market.
Competition in the CBM sector between two companies,

Four issues will be central
Energy pricing
Although Beijing has been merely tinkering with energy
prices in light of persistent inflation, the pricing reform
agenda is not dead. Indeed, there is broad support for
this reform, with Premier Wen Jiabao and premier-inwaiting Li Keqiang championing it. And numerous Chinese policymakers are determined to keep rationalizing

CNPC and CNOOC, would prove to be a healthy development and boost pipeline infrastructure financing. That
the 12th FYP might include a specific CBM target would
lend the sector additional policy momentum.

China’s Great Rebalancing Act: A more market-based approach to energy | August 2011
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Gas: The price of gas in some parts of China, however,

Electricity: Two draft policies on electricity pricing are cur-

while higher than that of coal for power generation, is
still roughly only two-thirds that of gasoline at the pump.
(The situation could change should Beijing liberalize the
fuel-pricing system and make coal more expensive via
various taxes.) But the recent halt in gas price hikes is
likely temporary and intended principally to combat
inflation. Indeed, numerous Chinese provinces have
already unveiled plans to raise gas prices, and China’s
NOCs back such moves, as they are increasingly diversifying their portfolios into gas and relying more heavily on
expensive imports.

rently being circulated that could produce a substantial
breakthrough in the near term. One idea is to create a
tiered residential pricing system that would differentiate
end users by income and require certain consumers to
pay more. This likely reflects the government’s recognition that some Chinese consumers, particularly the urban
wealthy, are less price-sensitive than they once were.
Another idea is to fashion a direct power purchasing
scheme that would allow users to negotiate a contract
price directly with power generation companies. This
proposal attempts to solve the perennial problem of
restricting pass-through of electricity prices to end users
and to more accurately reflect demand. China piloted a
direct purchasing scheme before, but it got only a tepid
reception from various stakeholders. The proposed
policy would likely have to ensure that grid companies
do not lose out substantially and to continue spurring
investment in transmission. Under a direct purchasing
scheme, electricity prices would not necessarily rise. A
more accurate supply and demand picture might even
produce a lower negotiated price for certain end users.

China power generation outlook
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Gasoline: Meanwhile, China has had only limited success

with its first attempt to implement a formula mandating
regular gasoline price adjustments to reflect changes in
global crude prices and ensure refining margins. The idea
was to adjust gasoline prices every 22 days if crude prices
fluctuated by at least 4%. But that guideline has been
followed only sporadically. A new formula that pledges to
adjust gasoline prices more frequently may be introduced
soon, although implementing it will still be difficult. The
speculation that price-setting powers may actually be
devolved to industry will be a very tough sell politically as
NDRC isn’t likely to cede that authority without a fight.

Reducing energy and carbon intensity and increasing
the use of non-fossil fuels are the three most important
energy targets in the 12th FYP. They are significant
because they are domestically binding and stretch for a
decade, suggesting that action must be taken during the
next five years if China is to meet them by 2020.

T he big thre e e n e rg y targ e t s
• Reducing energy intensity per unit of GDP by 16%;
• Cutting carbon intensity per unit of GDP 17%
(40%–45% by 2020); and
• Having non-fossil fuels account for 11.4% of the
primary energy mix (15% by 2020).
The overarching goal of the targets is to reduce
China’s acute reliance on coal (now nearly 70% of the primary energy mix), with the notable secondary effect of
cutting greenhouse gases and mitigating severe environmental degradation. How much Beijing hopes to reduce
coal’s share of the energy mix differs, depending on the
projection, however. The National Energy Administration
(NEA), for example, estimates that coal’s dominance
could be whittled down to 63% by 2015, assuming a
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fairly bullish (perhaps unrealistic) estimate for natural
gas demand of 260 billion cubic meters (bcm). Still, the
proportion of installed coal capacity is likely to fall in
relative terms even as it continues to grow in absolute
terms, though probably at a slower rate. The China
Electricity Council (CEC) puts thermal installed capacity
(primarily coal-fired) at 67%, or 963 gigawatts (GW), over
the next five years, down from roughly 74% at the end of
2009. This still represents an absolute expansion of close
to 300 GW of new coal capacity over the next five years.
One variable is whether China imposes a cap, reportedly between 3.8–4.2 billion tons, on coal production by
2015. The resulting supply gap could be filled through
imports, depending on China’s willingness to rely on
foreign supplies. But a targeted cap would more likely
be intended as a political signal to limit coal usage and
encourage investment in other energy sources.
Finally, it appears likely that a total energy consumption cap will be introduced again, which is expected to
be set at about 4.1 billion tons of coal equivalent by 2015.
China had such a “soft” target in the last FYP but it was
easily surpassed by 2010. If the revival of the consumption ceiling has more political teeth this time around, it
may prove marginally more effective at managing total
energy demand. Ultimately, the success of this policy
will depend on provincial-level compliance and efforts
in boosting industrial efficiency without significantly
compromising growth. At a minimum, the willingness to
impose such a measure indicates that central policymakers are inching toward demand-side management rather
than being fully preoccupied with supply-side security.

China’s energy mix, 2010

Renewable energy: The gradual, relative decline of coal will
mean greater opportunities for cleaner energy sources,
particularly nuclear, wind and solar. The CEC projects
43 GW of nuclear power (currently around 10 GW) and
100 GW of wind power (now about 40 GW) installed by
2015. Nuclear and wind combined contributed 64% to
China’s power-related investment growth in 2009. Even
in the wake of Japan’s nuclear disaster, few signs point
to backtracking on China’s nuclear build-out over the
next five years. Because there is considerable political
pressure to meet the macro energy targets, Beijing is left
with little choice but to continue with its nuclear projects
while improving safety standards.
While solar remains handicapped by high costs relative
to other fuels, Beijing finally took a major step to subsidize
its expansion by unveiling a national feed-in-tariff. This
offers the clearest political commitment to date behind promoting solar energy. The policy is also synchronized with a
doubling of the 2015 installed capacity target to 10GW.
Altering the energy mix will require ensuring that new
energy sources are connected to the grid, which has generally lagged the expansion of installed capacity. This appears
poised to change in the 12th FYP period: The government
has pledged to spend more on grid infrastructure, with CEC
advocating expenditures of nearly $400 billion through
2015. The State Council’s latest decision on upgrading rural
transmission infrastructure should further solidify the
consensus to address the deficiency. Such a decision could
abet the deployment of renewable energy, which tends to
be scattered in China’s less-developed regions.

China energy mix, 2015 (NEA estimate)
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Fiscal tools
While market-based pricing reforms will proceed gradually, many stakeholders seem to favor leveraging tax
schemes to curb “dirtier” energy and expand revenue at
the local level. Some of that revenue could be funneled
into emerging sectors such as nuclear power, renewable
energy, and unconventional gas. Some policymakers
view the 2009 fuel tax on gasoline a success, particularly
in pumping more revenue into Beijing’s coffers. This
example has led agencies such as the Ministry of Finance
(MOF) to champion different resource-based taxes that
would effectively “price” resources such coal and oil at
higher rates, while circumventing the messiness of an
actual carbon price.
Padding local revenue via resource-based taxes is one
way to secure buy-in from provincial authorities, especially
since China’s energy resources are primarily under the
control of local governments. The pilot 5% tax on oil and
gas in Xinjiang last year has reportedly been expanded
to at least a dozen more provinces. It is expected that
the government will impose a similar tax—also set at a
modest initial rate to limit its impact—on coal, in part to
trigger the consolidation of the sector by forcing small
miners out of the market. Although it is assumed that coal
producers, like the NOCs, will not be able to pass these
extra costs on to customers, they may find creative ways
around the policy. For instance, reports suggest that some
oil companies have struck deals with local authorities that
allow them to avoid the full 5% rate.
Another important policy may come from an
unlikely source: the Ministry of Environmental Protection
(MEP). The MEP sits much lower on the bureaucratic
totem pole than the powerful NDRC and the MOF, but
it has recently become more vocal about regulating
environmental externalities, namely via a new environ-

mental tax. Similar to the US Environmental Protection
Agency, the Chinese MEP appears intent on regulating
emissions such as SO2 and CO2 in the absence of a
national carbon price. If the agency succeeds in getting
the tax incorporated into the new FYP, it would serve
as a double whammy in favor of reform, alongside the
resource-based taxes.
Taken together, these taxes would represent an
earnest pricing-in of environmental externalities—a
significant development because China has so far been
reluctant to do so. If such a scenario materializes, it
would help China reach its carbon intensity target. Given
the Chinese penchant for balancing interest groups and
eschewing dramatic course corrections, however, some
of the tax proposals will likely be initiated as limited
pilot programs at first, to gauge their effectiveness and
popularity. They will also likely be sequenced in such a
way as to minimize the impact on the economy.

China natural gas balances (BCM)
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Production (IEA)
Production (NEA)
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**Committed 2015 LNG = Gorgon (6bcm), PNG LNG (2.7bcm), QC LNG (5bcm), Tangguh (2bcm); Qatar (14bcm); Malaysia (5bcm); NWS (2bcm)
***Pipeline potential = by 2015: 12bcm from Myanmar; 30bcm from Turkmenistan; post-2015: 30bcm from Russia
****Deficit = supply that must be made up by new LNG supply or other imported supplies
Source: Eurasia Group research
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Industries and technology
Many of China’s energy goals must be viewed through
the lens of the country’s industrial policy, which seeks to
consolidate various sectors, increase value-added manufacturing, and acquire technology. In the Chinese context,
consolidation expunges smaller players, which tend to be
dirtier and do not comply with environmental regulations.
Having primarily large players producing at scale
would make it easier for Beijing to implement efficiency
measures, while the companies’ relatively sound financial
conditions could cushion the blow of extra costs imposed
by new regulations. The coal sector is already being
consolidated, and the process is expected to accelerate

under the 12th FYP. China expects to have 13–14 massive
coal bases that together account for some 90% of national
output. Part of the energy-intensity drive in 2010, in which
hundreds of steel and cement plants were ordered shut,
was also intended to catalyze consolidation.

The core of China’s clean energy push, however,
resides in obtaining value-added manufacturing via the
promotion and acquisition of technology. This strategy
will be on display when China unveils its expected
“Emerging Strategic Industries” (ESI) development plan—
expected in the second half of 2011—which could involve
more than $1 trillion in public and private investment
over the next decade. The plan aims to have high valueadded industry constitute 8% of GDP by 2015.
Energy and environmental technologies are expected
to be two of seven sectors included in the ESI plan.
Indeed, the plan’s emphasis is as much on domestic priorities such as sustainable and efficient growth as on generating the kind of innovative products and exports that have
eluded China so far. The ambitious call for investment also
serves a foreign policy purpose: It allows Chinese negotiators at international climate change forums to point to
Chinese action at home and contrast it with US inaction—a
tactic that Beijing has relied on before.
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A changed human and industrial landscape
What to expect
More labor-intensive jobs and more unemployed
college grads

T

he FYP aims to shift the longstanding preoccupation with GDP growth in favor of people–oriented
growth. This will require the creation of new jobs
in more sectors and at better wages than ever before.
But in the meantime, China must keep its more than
700 million workers employed, just a third of whom
are skilled or highly skilled. Job creation for low-skilled
recent college graduates will remain challenging, especially if growth in the private sector remains constrained.
Disenchanted graduates earning only slightly more than
migrant workers will be a source of significant political
pressure and Beijing will intensify its efforts to employ
them—not least through the ESI plan. Meanwhile, as
Chinese workers’ expectations rise, Beijing will continue
grappling with demands for better working conditions
and representation, even as the country tries to remain
an attractive investment destination.

China is almost certain to create more labor-intensive jobs,
especially as it introduces investment policies to encourage manufacturers to expand their activities into central
and western China. Manufacturers moving to inland China
should find an abundant supply of workers there. Despite
widespread employment opportunities for technically proficient laborers in the new emerging industries, however,
skilled labor remains relatively scarce in China.
Beijing hopes to adress this shortage through the
recently launched National Medium- and Long-term Talent
Development Plan (2010–2020), which aims to create a
highly skilled national work force. The plan calls for increasing the pool of highly skilled workers from the current 114
million to 180 million and boosting public spending on
human resources from 10% to 15% of GDP by 2020. The
plan emphasizes the need for skilled labor in industry and
high-tech, finance and accounting, environmental protection, and agriculture. In the interim, however, job creation
in the high-end professional services sector will likely
be constrained and China’s recent college graduates will
remain the most vulnerable segment of the labor market.
In 2009, China had nearly 30 million college students and 98.3 million college-educated people in its
working population. The latter number is expected to rise
to 195 million by 2020. Beijing recognizes the need to
stem unemployment among recent college graduates: It
will continue to establish training programs and encourage them to seek jobs in China’s massive bureaucracy,
for example, which should alleviate some of the pressure.
But some graduates will have to move down the wage
scale and turn to so-called blue collar jobs. Others will
have to move inland, as new opportunities emerge there.

Case study on China’s lackluster labor legislation: Guangdong
China’s labor legislation remains weak in both
design and enforcement. Consider the legislation
now being mulled in Guangdong. When adopted,
it will require the union to mediate wage negotiations on behalf of worker demands, but will not
fundamentally increase workers’ bargaining power.
According to the draft, workers will not be allowed
to strike while talks are ongoing. Moreover, the
proposed legislation largely replicates existing
legislation (the Labor Union Law), which is only
weakly enforced.

Sources suggest that the Guangdong provincial
government has come under pressure from investors in Hong Kong and other foreign-invested
manufacturers to limit the scope of the legislation.
All-China Ferderation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) leaders, meanwhile, are mostly civil servants and party
memebers who have no exposure to or experience
with independent trade unions. Electing union
representatives directly, which is currently being
floated as a “new” initiative, was tried in the past and
did little to improve the union’s independence.
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provinces such as Guangdong. Even though restrictions
on labor mobility will gradually be eased, two factors will
constrain migration and impede permanent relocation to
China’s export hubs:
• The social security system currently being introduced will
not have national reach for some time.
• The cost of living in China’s megacities and manufacturing hubs will remain considerably higher than in the
country’s interior, offsetting gains from higher wages
earned in coastal urban centers.

Taken together, these two factors suggest that
Chinese workers will prefer to migrate locally—within
interior provinces, for instance, rather than from the
interior to the coast. The recent cyclical worker shortages along the coast will therefore become a recurrent
and more serious phenomenon. And while China will
continue to reform its household registration system in
the coming years this will be a gradual process and is
unlikely to provoke a surge in migration to the coast. In
the intervening period, unskilled workers will still have
a hard time acquiring legal resident status in China’s
traditional manufacturing hubs.

Workers staying inland
The increasing concentration of labor in central and
western China will become a more prominent feature
of the country’s labor market. As jobs are created away
from the prosperous coast and wages rise throughout
the country, there will be fewer incentives for workers to
migrate to the traditional manufacturing hubs in coastal
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A more demanding workforce
These economic and demographic trends, combined with
policy initiatives to boost incomes, mean that China’s
workforce will become increasingly expensive, leading
to difficult tradeoffs for provincial governments. On the
one hand, they will try to soothe the tension that arises
from worker dissatisfaction and rising prices, particularly
food prices. On the other hand, they will be reluctant to
introduce legislation or implement wage hikes that could
scare off investors.
Many Chinese officials still equate strong growth
with job creation, making them more inclined to limit
the scope and speed of wage hikes than meet workers’
demands. But the country’s workforce has become better
informed about employment options through mass media and social networking. Chinese workers will be more
conscious of the rights afforded to them in the Labor
Law and forthcoming employment regulations, and will
become increasingly assertive in demanding wage hikes
and better benefits (for example, paid time off). They,
more than provincial governments, therefore, will be the
force behind wage hikes and other such developments.
Chinese leaders will struggle to cope with this new
assertiveness, which will be exacerbated by worker frustration with weak representation from the official union,

China’s labor market in five years
• The supply of low-skilled workers will remain
sizable but have shifted inland.
• There will be a surplus of low-skilled recent
college graduates.
• The number of highly skilled workers will remain
insufficient.
the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU). Strikes
and employment-related scandals will lead to legislative
initiatives and additional attempts by the ACFTU to unionize foreign firms. But regulations or legislation regarding
collective bargaining are unlikely to fundamentally alter
corporate behavior in the short and medium term.
Despite these shortcomings, some progress on
worker protection is likely, especially in China’s economic
powerhouses. More developed provinces such as Guangdong, which is actively trying to climb up the industrial
value chain, have more room than poorer provinces to
absorb higher wages, inflation, and slower growth.
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Uneven progress on financial reform
economic priorities are extremely politicized. This will
severely limit reform efforts over the next five years. The
most likely outcome is that Beijing will only gradually
implement policies that make banks a bit healthier and
improve the efficiency of capital allocation, without interest rate liberalization. These moves will largely reinforce
the government’s control over the financial system. And
such resistance will be a major impediment to the more
balanced growth model that Beijing seeks in the 12th FYP.

F

or sixty years, China’s financial system has functioned largely as a tool through which Beijing pursued its economic priorities. And up until now, the
most important of those priorities, and thus the focus of
China’s financial infrastructure, has been to promote fast
GDP growth at almost any cost. Unfortunately, in using
the financial system to maintain high rates of economic
growth, Beijing has skewed funding costs, promoted inefficient production, made entrepreneurship and innovation
too expensive, and stifled household consumption. If the
leadership is to achieve its new aims of promoting consumer spending and economic restructuring in the 12th
FYP period, these shortfalls must be addressed.
But the banking sector’s crucial contribution to
growth—and thus to the maintenance of the Party’s
legitimacy—means that debates over the proper role of
financial policy and how it supports China’s changing

No consensus regarding reform
Specific measures regarding financial reform were not
featured during the 12th FYP planning process, reflecting
elite disagreement over the pace, scope, and even goals
of such reform. A vocal group of economic reformers
in the PBoC and elsewhere are calling for faster liberalization, tying their arguments to the 12th FYP goals
of boosting both consumption and innovation. But the
senior political leadership is not receptive to reforms
that would weaken the Chinese Communist Party’s
power over the financial system and thus jeopardize its
ability to bankroll massive industrial policy spending
on powerful constituencies, which constitutes another
major 12th FYP priority. Given this discord, Beijing is
unlikely to articulate or pursue a convincing plan for
remedying the financial sector’s most glaring inefficiencies over the next five years.

Chinese banks highly reliant on interest income
As bad debts from the 2008-2010 credit surge loom, policymakers will be loathe
to jeopardize the big four banks’ main source of income
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• Chinese companies are overly reliant on banking debt, and
their levels of direct financing are too low. One reason for
this is that corporate bond issuance remains underdeveloped, despite strong growth in the commercial paper
market in recent years. Regulatory obstacles are pivotal
here, since the PBoC, the NDRC, and the China Securities
Regulatory Commission (CSRC) are all vying for oversight
of the country’s corporate bond market. As a result this
competition is inhibiting much-needed improvements to
the regulatory environment.

The pitfalls of the current system
China’s financial system is beset by a number of problems.
• State-directed funding for infrastructure and corporate investment causes enormous inefficiencies and distortions. Lending
is diverted to large state-owned or politically connected
companies, leaving most small, medium-sized, and
private enterprises starved for capital. Moreover, given
the government’s implicit backing of loans for statesupported industry and development, the central bank
has only a limited ability to control the level of lending in
the economy. This scenario inevitably propagates nonperforming loans. To protect bank balance sheets, Beijing
maintains a wide fixed spread between deposit and
lending interest rates, subsidizing banks at the expense
of household depositors. State-mandated funding shows
no signs of abating: In addition to ongoing infrastructure
development, Beijing is set to lean on banks to facilitate
much of the $1.5 trillion worth of spending on ESI under
the 12th FYP.

• China’s capital markets are underdeveloped. The securities
market makes up only a small share of the country’s
total financial assets. Domestic stock markets are too
small to offer a meaningful avenue for revenue-raising
for most Chinese companies, even though IPO issuance
has resumed since stalling after the financial crisis. The
problem, according to one CSRC official, is that China
has 120,000 companies big enough to list but only about
2,000 of them have access to some form of listing options. On the retail side, there is considerable speculation
in the capital markets but not enough long-term pension
and mutual fund participation, which normally underpins stable asset prices in more developed markets.

• Heavy state influence over lending decisions and practices,
especially amidst a return to credit-fueled growth in 2009 and
2010, has created too much liquidity in the financial system.

Indeed, it raises the likelihood of non-performing assets.
In some ways, China’s liquidity problems mirror those
of the US. But while the US has been overly reliant on
consumer debt, China is overly reliant on producer debt.
This dynamic has worsened dramatically since 2008,
when Beijing embarked on one of the biggest monetary
stimulus efforts (for an economy of China’s size) that the
world has ever seen. As a result, given the overhang of
stimulus projects and weakening corporate profits, there
are now widespread concerns that non-performing assets
will become a bigger problem. And those concerns will
make pursuing financial reform all the more difficult to
stomach for the leadership.

What’s to come under the 12th FYP
More progress on developing capital markets
During the 11th FYP period (2006–2010), Beijing made
some progress in expanding China’s capital markets. The
commercial paper market grew 45% to more than $100
billion in 2010, and a new ChiNext growth board was
started in Shenzhen in 2009 to spur innovation at domestic start-ups. More progress is likely in the 12th FYP period.
Stock issuance will accelerate in both Shanghai and
Shenzhen, and the government will likely address regulatory issues in the corporate bond and commercial paper
markets to bolster capital-raising options for industry. The
development of an over-the-counter (OTC) equity market
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is also likely to make headway, building on a 2006 pilot
program that allowed fewer than 100 select start-up firms
to issue OTC shares in a high-tech zone in Beijing. Regulators will likely allow the formation of several more OTC
markets over the next five years and expand the ways that
retail investors can participate in them.
In addition to listing options, regulators will slowly
allow more financial innovation at domestic banks. Derivatives markets, particularly currency swaps and stock
index futures, will likely have a bit more room to breathe,
as the banking sector and investors continue pressing
for flexibility. Still, the moves that Beijing made in 2010,
providing new avenues for these instruments, are as far
as it will likely go on the regulatory side for now. This is
especially the case given that Chinese regulators believe
the West’s failure to regulate such markets precipitated
the global financial crisis. Beijing might consider speculative (junk) bonds, however, to allow firms a way to
emerge from bankruptcy proceedings.

The regulators will expand their roles in protecting the
commercial banking system
Strengthening bank balance sheets will become a higher
priority for the government over the next five years, and
PBoC’s oversight role will likely expand. There seem to
be some discrepancies between the two leading regulatory bodies—the China Banking Regulatory Commission
(CBRC) and PBoC—over how to balance macroeconomic
risks and risks to the banks themselves. The central
bank, for example, takes the more holistic view of
systemic risk while CBRC is more interested in the health
of the individual bank’s balance sheets. A PBoC directive
from early 2011, for example, reduced the importance
of monthly lending data for monetary policy to promote
instead a “total social financing” metric, which captures
off-balance sheet lending, bond issuance, and other
forms of fundraising.

CBRC has historically been more involved than PBoC
in accounting for banks’ individual lending practices. But
PBoC sits higher on Beijing’s bureaucratic totem pole.
Moving forward, the principal policy tool for addressing
these concerns looks to be the PBoC’s differentiated
reserve requirement ratio, announced earlier this year,
which will afford the central bank a mechanism to more
effectively control lending activity at individual banks. In
keeping with ongoing debates about Basel III compliance,
capital adequacy and reserve requirement ratios will
remain on an upward trajectory, at least until concerns
over looming bad debt and inflation are overcome.

Interest rate reform will move only slowly
The final policy thrust of financial reform regards the
setting of interest rates. Here, the government is likely
to be largely unwilling to relinquish control, since the
manipulation of domestic lending rates is vital for
facilitating corporate investment. But commercial banks
will probably be given more leeway over the next five
years in setting deposit interest rates. Such a change will
be tricky, because allowing some banks to offer higher
returns on deposits will encourage capital to leave institutions that are unable to do so, raising insolvency fears.
But in truth, this may already be playing out. Given the
tightening liquidity environment in 2011, Chinese banks
are starved for capital. To address shortfalls, the banks
are reportedly innovating ways to compete with each
other on deposit interest rates, at least for high-value
accounts. Ironically, without fuller interest rate liberalization, this situation just means that wealthy individuals
and firms remain the largest beneficiaries of the banking
system, with less affluent depositors losing out.
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China will become a more continental economy

F

Past mistakes and challenges

or sixty years, China’s communist leaders have
failed to create an integrated economy that spans
their country’s continental landmass. But economic, industrial, and demographic trends have made
inland provinces more attractive to both citizens and
companies, and political authorities in Beijing are more
attuned than in recent decades to the needs of central
and western China. While creating a truly continental
economy will be the work of a generation, the process
will accelerate in the next five years.
The paradigmatic narrative about China’s recent
growth often compares the economy to an East Asian
“tiger”—an export-oriented economy integrated into
global supply and production chains. But China’s growth
trajectory will in important ways become more like that
of the US at the turn of the last century—with markets,
infrastructure, labor, and (some) elements of political
power moving within the country.

The People’s Republic has never had a truly integrated
economy that reflects regional comparative advantage.
At various junctures since 1949, China’s communist leaders have either favored coastal China; privileged certain
cities, such as Shanghai; or, as in the mid-1960s, sought
to create redundant industries and factories in various
parts of the country.
Moreover, since the beginning of China’s reform
and opening in 1978, the country’s development path
has been oriented toward exports, which has reinforced
regional disparities. This orientation helped to integrate
China’s coast with global supply and production chains
and trade patterns, even as China’s hinterland remained
underdeveloped. The interior is still unwinding itself from
the legacies of irrational Maoist industrial campaigns, such
as the ill-starred Third Line of the 1960s, which sought to

China’s six richest provinces—five of which are coastal—have a combined GDP per capita double that of the rest of the country
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Indications of a more promising future

recreate industrial bases in remote provinces thought to
be less vulnerable to foreign invasion or attack.
As a result, China today has multiple economies.
Or, as noted, the country faces a developed/developing
country paradox, in which the vast regional disparities in
living standards and average incomes are often likened
to the contrast between different centuries. Policymakers in Beijing face the unique problem of having to deal
with issues typical of both 21st-century middle-income
countries and 20th-century developing countries. The
trickling down of wealth to central and western China
that Deng Xiaoping anticipated when he called for some
to “get rich first” never materialized. Even though China’s
central and western provinces have been growing rapidly
in recent years, the country’s 12 coastal provinces
accounted for 65% of GDP in 2009, with per capita GDP
50% higher than the national average.

China’s leaders are innately cautious. But under President
Hu Jintao they have been supple enough to realize that
the country’s unbalanced growth model is unsustainable.
Indeed, in the more than a decade since Hu’s predecessor,
Jiang Zemin, privileged coastal cities and provinces (not least
Shanghai) to assure rapid growth, Beijing has been trying to
generate additional development and redistribute resources
inland. While these plans have met with only partial success
so far, structural factors will combine with policy imperatives
to produce a more lasting realignment in coming years.

Political leaders have direct experience with the
problems of interior China
Chinese politics are no longer simply about politics in
Beijing—or, for that matter, the historically important
coastal municipalities of Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin.
The path to power in Beijing increasingly runs through
interior China. Even when leaders govern large coastal
provinces, they also tend to cut some teeth in the interior.

Provincial real GDP growth, 2009
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The preponderance of China’s population has been left
out of the growth miracle of the reform era. That income
and development gap is unsustainable both economically
and politically, and the poorer Chinese are disproportionately located in interior China. Moreover, Chinese
planners believe that the expected internal migration of
300 million-plus citizens from rural areas to cities over
the next several decades will generate investment that
drives economic growth, as well as a more modest “consumption windfall.” The cities that will spawn growth
and absorb poorer Chinese are also disproportionately
located in interior China.
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Wage, price, and industrial trends will enable
development in the interior
For industry, the trends of rising wages, higher input
costs, and a gradual phasing out of preferential tax policies on the coast will make interior China more attractive. And for workers, China’s hinterland will seem more
appealing, thus they may be more inclined to stay closer
to home. A major question, though, is whether export-oriented firms, especially foreign firms, will decide to move
into China’s hinterland or relocate out of China entirely,
which could present more serious employment concerns
for the leadership. Certainly, transportation costs will
increase for exporters who do decide to move to inland
China. But logistics and distribution networks are more
developed than in many alternative Asian markets. And
China remains the most promising destination for exporters that require economies of scale.

The bottom li ne
Not all of interior China holds equal promise, and for some
regions economic development will be a tough slog. Many
cities will struggle to create a middle class whose very existence would better justify expensive infrastructure projects,
and local officials will not always be adept at facilitating
foreign investment or taking advantage of Beijing’s largesse.
Disparities in growth and development will remain. Still, the
geography of China’s economy five years hence will look
considerably different than it does today.
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Source: China’s National Bureau of Statistics

Other improvements to the interior’s business climate
also will be important.
• Better infrastructure. The growth of roads and rails across
continental China will create a more integrated national
transit system. Investments in infrastructure could
amount to more than 24 trillion yuan ($3.6 trillion) by
2020, according to the China Development Research
Foundation, a government think tank.
• Tax incentives. Some provincial governments are offering
investors exemptions from or reductions of value-added
taxes, import taxes, and urban land taxes. The central
government is also using fiscal transfers to subsidize
emerging industries and is encouraging companies in
those industries to locate in the interior.
• Coastal-interior complementarities. As coastal provinces
move up the value chain and promote the development of
more sophisticated services sectors, there will be a select
number of winners in China’s hinterland. These will include cities that reinvent themselves as special investment
zones; municipalities or provinces that become attractive
investment and consumer hubs; and resource-rich interior
provinces that capitalize on their natural endowments.
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Implications for investors and companies
More geo-economic tension with China

Less Chinese participation in US debt markets?

The 12th FYP demonstrates that Beijing recognizes the
need to restructure its economy. But its sense of the
urgency of that task differs markedly from what the rest
of the world expects. China’s leaders prefer to rebalance
at their own deliberate, self-interested pace—not least
because, from Beijing’s vantage point, an uncertain
global environment, combined with inflationary pressures and powerful vested interests, dictates caution
rather than boldness. Such incrementalism will engender
ill will internationally. Many countries want China to be
a new global demand driver. But domestic resistance to
the agenda of the FYP means China’s leaders will move
slower to rebalance than those countries would hope.
That will mean louder complaints from abroad about
Chinese industrial and (to a lesser extent) currency
policies. And those complaints will be heard from more
countries than ever before, including China’s new BRIC
“friends,” Brazil and India.

China’s effort to rebalance its economy will have lasting
reverberations in the US. China is the largest foreign
player in US debt markets, and Chinese investment is
a key reason that US interest rates have remained low,
especially before the financial crisis. While the pace of
rebalancing is likely to be modest over the next five years,
the 12th FYP could lay the foundation for acceleration in
the 13th and 14th FYPs. And Beijing will likely continue to
allow the renminbi to appreciate, albeit gradually. One
consequence will be less Chinese involvement in the US
Treasury market, which could create upward pressure on
US interest rates that would raise borrowing costs for the
US and make its need to draw down government debt
levels more urgent.

China’s demand for resources won’t change much
For years, market participants have watched for signs
of breakdown in the traditional relationship between
Chinese economic growth and demand for energy and
commodity imports. We expect that China’s urbanization
process should sustain demand for both. A restructuring
of the economy away from investment-intensive growth
should naturally mean less energy-intensive growth. But
barring a worse-than-anticipated economic slowdown in
China, rebalancing will in all likelihood proceed slowly,
meaning that the trajectory of Chinese energy demand
should continue to follow recent correlations with the
pace of economic growth over the next five years.

Status quo for Chinese banks means little
financial reform
Chinese banking assets have tantalized investors in
recent years because of the massive expansion of these
institutions’ lending portfolios since the financial crisis.
Chinese banks have reaped short-term benefits from
this expansion because the government assures their
profitability through favorable interest rates. That implicit
government guarantee has also assuaged fears of default.
This situation will continue for the next five years, suggesting that the outlook for financial reform and capital
account liberalization is dim.

Climbing the value chain
The 12th FYP will push Chinese industry further up the
value chain. And that will mean more competition for
multinationals, including in third-country markets. China
is determined to develop higher-value-added and technology-intensive industries, and its huge capacity to mobilize
domestic capital gives it the power to do so. For multinationals, the first battleground will be inside China, where
there is already significant competition between foreign
and local companies for market share. The 12th FYP will
enable more Chinese firms to produce substitutable (but
cheaper) products. But the next battleground will be in
the global marketplace for sophisticated technologies. No
other country is undertaking such intensive investments in
high-speed rail or nuclear power, in which Beijing aims to
quadruple nuclear capacity in the next five years.

Corporate “frenemies”
China’s advance up the value chain will also yield
unconventional opportunities for corporate partnership.
This could mean tie-ups among Chinese and foreign
firms that have little trust and may ultimately compete.
One example is collaborative research and development.
Even as China assaults the high-tech frontier, its firms
are integrating into global supply and production chains.
And there is evidence that as China becomes a producer,
not just a consumer, of intellectual property (IP), its
companies could increasingly cooperate with foreign
multinationals on the basis of shared advantage. This, in
turn, would drive stronger IP protection.
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Coastal exporter? Start looking elsewhere

Concluding thoughts

Export-oriented manufacturers will face more fraught
conditions in coastal China. In light of trends such as
inflation and currency appreciation, these manufacturers
will reassess traditional production strategies as a consequence of the 12th FYP. For one, labor costs will rise along
the coast. And a key aim of the FYP is to assure a greater
concentration of labor in central and western China. So by
2015, there will be fewer incentives for workers to migrate
to traditional coastal manufacturing hubs like Guangdong,
and there will be stronger incentives to relocate production to the interior. More firms will be faced with a choice
of whether to relocate inland or leave China entirely.

China’s rebalancing agenda is not merely about economics
but, ultimately, the political viability of the Chinese system. Beijing has delivered economic prosperity to many
Chinese citizens. But those very successes have yielded
numerous problems—some large—that could undermine
the regime’s legitimacy if left wholly unattended.
Ultimately, China’s economic landscape will not
change as fundamentally as the 12th FYP’s designers (and
many foreigners) hope. And that, in turn, means that
China in 2015 will be more brittle and beset by social
difficulties. Although China should have little trouble
muddling through until then, Chinese leaders will likely
face starker choices at the end of the 12th FYP than they
do today. They can double down on rebalancing in the
13th FYP—creating a more sustainable (long-term) growth
model but exacerbating (short-term) economic pain.
Or they can continue their attempt to muddle through
and risk heightened political instability as a result of the
widening gap between haves and have-nots. We are not
optimistic that China’s cautious leaders have the stomach
for bold reform. The next decade is likely to be more
fraught than conventional wisdom suspects.

A win for Southeast Asia and India?
China unsettled its neighbors in 2010 with naval displays
and diplomatic spats. But these erstwhile Asian strategic
rivals could win big from the 12th FYP, if they get manufacturing and investment policies right. Rising costs in China
could make Indonesia a more attractive hub for some
production, for example. This would help drive Indonesian
growth in the near term and ultimately wean the economy
off its traditional reliance on natural resource exports. As
Chinese demand levels grow, Indonesian manufacturers
will also benefit by producing and selling their products in
the mainland. The same is true of Thailand, Vietnam, and
even smaller economies like Cambodia. Cost advantages
will attract new investments to Vietnam. Regional advantage and stronger IP protection will make Thailand more
attractive, provided political risk can be held in check.
Meanwhile, rising incomes and higher-value-added
production in China could benefit the Indian economy. For
India, rising incomes and higher-value-added production
in China could bring benefits. Real appreciation of the
renminbi, alongside growing Chinese demand, would help
India narrow its trade deficit with China over the next
five years. The deficit has been of growing concern to the
Reserve Bank of India and the commerce ministry. And
with the growth of manufacturing, not least in southern
states such as Tamil Nadu, India could also capitalize in
some areas of production as China moves up the value
chain, particularly through the adoption of new policies at
the state level. India’s National Manufacturing Policy could
yield new manufacturing zones with industrial parks,
warehousing, and opportunities in special economic zones
as the Indian government works to increase the share
of manufacturing in GDP from around 16% to 25% in a
decade. But huge obstacles remain. Some in India view
this as a backdoor to relaxing labor laws. And such policies
could falter, too, on land acquisitions.
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